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Wavlink acknowledges the Traditional Custodians of Country throughout Victoria, their

diversity, histories and knowledge, and their continuing connections to land and community. 

We pay our respects to all Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people, and Elders of past, present

and future generations. 



About Wavlink 

Encouraging lifelong learning 

Providing a supportive and stimulating environment

Offering practical learning opportunities  

Providing teaching of a high standard 

Wavlink is a neighbourhood house in Glen Waverly that provides training and other

activities for people of all abilities.  As well as general courses ,we have a highly

capable and committed group of tutors who specialise in training for people with

disabilities. 

Wavlink's main objective is to encourage and assist active participation in the 

 general community.  We offer opportunities for skill building in a respectful learning

environment. We provide programs that encourage life skills, independence and

individual responsibility. 

Staff members support the unique abilities of every client and encourage personal

choice to find the most suitable program that will best match their interests and skill

development. We  work closely with carers.

When accepting students, we take care to ensure there is no discrimination on the

basis of disability, gender, age, ethnicity or religion.  

Wavlink aims to enable people to achieve their goals and aspirations by: 



Chairperson's Report

As with all of us, our families, communities and places of work, the past year for Wavlink will be remembered

as being "before and during"  COVID-19.

The year began well for us as we gained the benefits of operating as an accredited and efficient NDIS

services provider.  We were able to add that capability to our longstanding role as a Neighbourhood House

and Adult Learning Centre.

I joined the Board late in 2019. Together with my Board colleagues we began working on a new Three Year

Strategy and Business Plan for Wavlink. That work was overtaken early in 2020 by the more urgent need to

assess the potential impact on our operations and students of the looming pandemic.

The first months were very challenging as our staff and tutors needed to quickly respond to the demands of

new funding arrangements.  They also had to reconfigure the services we provided from classroom to

online formats.

It is a testimony to the capabilities and commitment of our staff and tutors that Wavlink has continued to

provide services for our students and their families throughout COVID-19. On behalf of my Board colleagues,

I sincerely thank them for their remarkable efforts. 

Due to the COVID restrictions, my personal contact during this time has been with my Board - Stephanie,

Helen, Christine and Jenny. Also, Alison who provides outstanding Board administrative support. Wavlink is

fortunate to have such an widely experienced and professionally proficient Board. I thank them for their

ongoing support. 

Following a change in employment, Cameron Blew needed to retire from the Board last year. We thank

Cameron for his contribution.

My staff contact has been with Amber, Max and Isabel. Once again, the capability and commitment

displayed was remarkable. Our success in steering our way through the COVID - 19 issues is largely due to

their efforts. 

We ended the financial year in a good position and traded profitably. That has enabled us to continue to

build the strength of our balance sheet. Given the uncertainties of the next year and beyond it is important

that we remain prudent with our expenditure and our reserves. 

Our profitability was influenced by the JobKeeper assistance package and other Federal, State and Local

Government financial support.  An early priority for us in 2021 will be to rebuild our services post COVID-19

and quickly return to our traditional classroom format.

While  recovery is to be expected in 2021,  I believe the social and economic impacts of the pandemic will be

protracted and will extend well beyond next year.

At Wavlink we have the opportunity and financial reserves to start thinking about new strategic and

operational initiatives. We have already begun planning for a much needed technology upgrade that will

underpin any move into new services.

We will work on the rebuilding of the Wavlink identity and communications.

We will also need to consider how we might be able to expand our current services including more courses

designed for general neighbourhood house clients.

I am hoping to have personal contact with the broad community of Wavlink supporters, volunteers, tutors,

students and their families. Ahead of that I thank them for their ongoing support of our unique organisation. 

 

 Ron Burke

Chairperson

 



Manager's Report  

20 students graduated from the independent living skills program, moving on to further studies,

employment and increased independence  in their daily lives. 

Wavlink hosted our first Art Exhibition which inspired an annual community exhibition -to take

place at the track gallery in December this year. 

Wavlink 2020 Art Calendar printed 

Volunteers ceramics workshops and  annual volunteers outing to Mornington Peninsula

More than 1720 volunteer hours contributed over three Terms 

Four Tafe students completed work placements

42 centre-based and community programs ran until Term Two 2020. 

Christmas party, featuring live band the Jam Tarts and Wavlink Performing Arts  group, enjoyed

by 120 participants, staff, volunteers, friends and families.

Participated in WCLC Christmas Market with a stall of handmade arts and crafts made by

students of Wavlink.

Continued to deliver programs online during Covid restrictions with the support of job keeper,

and business grants - using additional time to upskill and prepare resources for future programs.

Completed an extensive NDIS registration audit after several years of transition and preparation.

Created 16 new online programs. Introducing 40 students to online learning for the first time! 

Delivered more than 11,000 student contact hours 

Interwoven Community Quilt Project - to connect and inspire the community during lockdown

What a year it has been!

The last 12 months proved to be a very different experience for everyone and saw some of the most

challenging times any of us have been through. It has been pleasing though to see our community

adapt and make the most of a difficult situation. It reminds me of the old cliché ‘when one door

closes, another opens'. We have had restrictions but also opportunities to learn, grow, collaborate,

communicate and connect in ways we would not have thought possible before. 

Some highlights over the last 12 months have been…

Although our doors closed in March due to Covid restrictions we have been as busy as ever.

Everyone has made an amazing effort adjusting to new ways of doing things and we have all learnt

many valuable skills. Our team of talented tutors have gone above and beyond to keep in contact

with students and volunteers via phone, post and zoom. They have prepared and delivered art

materials and activity packs and worked together to develop exciting new remote programs. There

have been many personal and professional development opportunities including Staff Yoga,

Dementia Training, Diversity  and LGBTQI, Assistive Technology, First Aid, Be Connected Digital

Mentoring, Food Safety and Handling and CHSPs Reablement Approach. 

Our students and many of their families and carers are using technology for the first time to connect

with our programs and each other, it has been so rewarding to see the satisfaction that comes from

mastering a new skill and the excitement at being able participate in social experiences from the

comfort and safety of home. For many, this has been positively life changing.



We are all looking forward to resuming a range of face to face activities next year. 

We will also continue our Online programs. This enables our services to be more accessible for

for a larger number of people, including those who are more isolated.

 We have been working on developing new referral sources and securing funding  to  upgrade our

website and raise our profile. 

 

Our administration team has been focused on improving our systems and making operations

more efficient. Isabel Ho our Administration Coordinator, Max Patterson our Finance Officer,

Team Leaders Sara Henriquez and Sue Blandford have all done a phenomenal job this year and

have kept the Wavlink wheels turning while we all navigated working from home. 

Wavlink is fortunate to have a Board of Management that consists of highly skilled and

experienced individuals with relevant knowledge in the areas of Aged Care, Disability and Carer

Support, Business Management, Marketing, Finance, IT and Communications. They are a great

source of guidance and advice and have steered us through the last year with ease. We

welcomed our new Chairperson, Ron Burke at the start of the year.

 We are grateful for the time and effort contributed by our Board to ensure Wavlink's ongoing

operations. 

Our funding bodies are fundamental for our viability. We thank the Department of Health and

Human Services (HACC PYP and  NHCP); Commonwealth Home Support Program;  Monash

Council and local networks; Neighbourhood Houses Victoria;  Network of Inner Eastern

Community Houses  and  the Eastern Sector Development Team. 

Wavlink is a truly unique organisation with the ability to offer something special for everyone.

We are well positioned to take on 2021 and look forward to sharing the journey with you. 

Amber Fleming 

Wavlink Manager

Ceramic portrait tile by Wavlink  Pottery Group.



Staff 
• Amber Fleming – Manager   

• Isabel Ho – Administration Coordinator 

• Max Patterson – Finance Officer

• Sara Henriquez – Team Leader/ Tutor 

• Sue Blandford – Team Leader/ Tutor 

•Teresa Amoretti – Tutor

• Trisha Walker – Tutor

• Douglas Lee - Tutor

• Glenn Scollyer – Tutor

• Toshi Handa – Tutor 

• Margarita Cuifardy – Tutor 

• Mahboubeh Sanaie – Tutor 

• Angela Cumming – Tutor 

• Tamara Tallent – Tutor 

• Margaret Smith – Tutor 

• Barb Mathiesen - Tutor 

• Karen Neild – Tutor

• Andrew Modra - Tutor

Ron Burke – Chairperson 

Jenny Salgo – Secretary 

Helen Chhor – Treasurer

 Board 
Stefanie Bauer – Director

Christine Prasad – Director 

Alison James – Minute taker 

 



Volunteers Outing November 2019

Mornington Pier for coffee then a delicious lunch at

Heronswood Café. Great day out for our wonderful volunteers.

We are so grateful for all the time and effort our volunteers

contribute to Wavlink. They are truly amazing.   Looking

forward to more fun days like this in the future! Alison James

Anita Burgess - Ceramics

Ann Wong

Carmel Godden

Deepiga Vinodkannan

Dorothy Shem

Eileen Richards

Harsha Patel

Hilda Garza-Amaya

James Cunneen 

Linda Hatton 

Patricia Dennis

Shreya Jian 

Soonja/Cecilia Kim 

Shiromi Sudarshami 

Sui Lin Chan

Susana Vidal 

Volunteers 



Chat and Craft

Mosaics

Literacy and Numeracy

Bowling 

DIY Workshop/ Woodwork

Evening cooking

Independent Living Skills - Moving out  

Tech Literacy/ Computer skills 

Art 

Out and About - excursions 

WavFit at MARC

Social Seniors 

Night Life Social group

Master Cook 

Music and Drama

Friday Social 

Advocacy

Ceramics

Centre and Community Programs

Programs 



Art with Tamara

Explore different art styles and techniques and

complete your own masterpieces. Materials

provided as required. 

Tuesday Social 

Catch up for a chat with a relaxed group and enjoy

some fun games like trivia and bingo. 

Move it! 

Move and have fun with music, then talk and learn

about health and wellbeing.

Spanish For Beginners  

Conversation basics in a friendly group with a

flexible approach to suit all abilities. Worksheets and

resources are sent to students at the start of Term. 

 Happy Hour

A fun relaxed social gathering at the end of the

week. Enjoy trivia, games and conversation with a

friendly group. 

Virtual Travel 

Take a virtual tour to places you have always

wanted to visit. Learn interesting facts about

different countries and cultures and share your own

travel experiences. 

 

Saturday Social 

All our regular centre based Saturday programs

rolled into one zoom friendly session.  Craft, cooking

demo and social games and activities. 

Tech Literacy

1:1 or small group sessions arranged by appointment.

Learning to safely use your iPad, iPhone, Laptop or

other  devices. Tailored to individual learning goals. 

Workshop Projects

Glenn and the shed crew have been meeting via

zoom and putting together custom made kit sets

including birdhouses, boats, cars, bird mobiles and

more.

 Card Making

 Gelli Printing and other techniques to create beautiful

gift cards .  

Performing Arts 

Express yourself with different activities like

improvising your own skit, music appreciation,

drumming and percussion, dance routines and more. 

Meditation and Gentle Exercise

Relax and take some time to unwind with a guided

meditation and gentle exercises to keep your mind

and body in good health. 

Paper Art

Explore different art and craft techniques using paper.

Materials sent out at the beginning of Term.

 Kitchen Skills

Food safety, meal planning, nutrition and basic kitchen

skills. Includes a cooking demonstration, games

quizzes and group discussions. 

Ceramics

Ideally suited to those with some previous experience

or basic knowledge of working with clay. Materials are

delivered each and then collected for firing in our kiln.   



Interwoven - Art brings us together 

We issued invitations to contribute to the making of a quilt, celebrating our diversity and community spirit.

Designed patches represent what people love about their neighbourhood, an act of kindness or something that

inspires gratitude or joy. There was no limit to the theme or method of decoration.

We will assemble the quilt and include it in our exhibition in December. 

Wavlink Art Exhibition October 2019

This event coincided with Diwali -the Indian festival of lights

and Wavlink shone brightly! It was a great opportunity to

open the Centre to community members and showcase

our creative talents. We launched our first Art Calendar and

also hosted a Silent Auction which raised funds for our

programs. We all enjoyed it so much we were inspired to

make it an annual event. Subject to Covid social distancing  

requirements, the 2020 exhibition  is scheduled for the

Track Gallery from December 1 - 21. 

 

Events 

Interwoven Project

Community Christmas Party  Our annual end of year event held in December . We welcomed live band

the Jam Tarts and Wavlink's Performing Arts Group, covering classics from the musical Mary Poppins. We

celebrated with 120 participants, students, volunteers, staff, families and friends. 

Limited edition print by student Stephen Burgess titled "Sunrise" 

Ceramic portrait tiles by Wavlink Pottery Students 



Treasurer's Report  

Wavlink ended the financial year strongly, with approximately $158,570 in surplus, despite these unprecedented

times in our lives with COVID-19 impacting our ability to provide programs to the community from late March

2020.

The first three quarters of the year was proving to be a success, as the popularity of our classroom learning and

skills based programs grew. The revenue generated from NDIS activities continues to increase, up by 75% this

year, as demand grows. This is achieved through the dedication demonstrated by our management and teaching

staff who continually refine and develop courses targeted to our students for increased community participation.

We are always grateful for the continuing financial support provided from Neighbourhood Victoria, government

bodies and Grants from the City of Monash during the year to fund the delivery of services to the community

making up 35% of our ordinary revenue in 2020 (2019: 49.7%).

In the last quarter our organisation closed its doors as a result of COVID-19 but our management and teaching

staff remained resilient and began to innovate our class timetable to pivot programs and deliver relevant and

valuable programs online or provide mail out packages. Our priority was to continue to keep our students, families

and the community engaged and ensure programs could be accessible.

Without the Government stimulus measures this year through JobKeeper, the Cashflow Boost and Victorian

Government Grants, Wavlink would not have been able to sustain the financial impact of COVID-19 with the

continued lockdown situation. Wavlink received $190,204 in Government subsidies during the year. This funding

has ensured we have been able to retain our talented management and teaching staff. We are grateful to each of

them for their dedication to Wavlink and our students throughout this time.

In this time of uncertainty, it has also been an opportunity to strategize for the future and of particular importance

is the need to enhance our modes of service delivery through improving our IT systems. We have successfully

secured grants from the Victorian Government to commit investment in our technology ecosystem. This coupled

with our cash reserves at year end of $397,319 will ensure Wavlink will be able to continue in the medium term.

As we embark on an uncertain future with Victoria still in lock down and a significant reduction in Government

support in the new calendar year, the Board are well aware of the challenges we will face in the next year to come.

With our management team and great teaching staff we hope that we will emerge with new ideas to continue to

provide deliver valuable programs to all our students, family and community in the not too distant future.

I would like to personally thank our finance officer, Max Patterson, who has worked tirelessly during this

challenging year. I admire his perseverance as he worked through planning and revising budgets, seeking out

opportunities for grants and government subsidies. We would not be in this financial position without his

dedication. Thankyou Max.

I thank the Board, Amber Fleming and the management team, for their commitment and support.

Helen Chhor

Treasurer



Financials  
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